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Abstract—This paper proposes an alternating discharge method of multiple battery cells to extend battery operation time. In the proposed method, two battery cells are periodically connected in turn to a mobile device and only one cell supply power while the other rests. Battery operation time of the connecting cell decreases due to rate-capacity effect, while that of the resting cell increases due to recovery effect. These two effects conflict each other, but recovery effect is generally larger than rate-capacity effect and battery lifetime is extended. It was found from the result that battery operation time increase about 7% by using alternating battery cell discharge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

POWER consumption becomes an important issue with the advent of modern mobile devices. Various low-power technologies have been developed to reduce the power consumption. They cover almost every aspects of system design, including device, circuit, architecture, system, algorithm, and operating system levels. They have successfully extended the battery operation time, but recently they almost seem to reach a deadlock. Modern mobile devices still need large batteries, and some different approaches are necessary to solve this problem.

Conventional low-power technologies are mainly focused on the power consumption of the device. They assume that the electrical energy stored in the battery is constant irrespective of discharge condition. However, the chemical reactions in the battery are quite sensitive to discharge conditions. Therefore, even if same amount of energy is initially stored in the battery, the energy that can be derived varies a lot under different discharge conditions such as voltage, current, and time [1]. This gives an important idea - battery operation time of a device can be extended if the discharge voltage, current, and time are optimally controlled.

Modern mobile devices often exploit multiple battery cells to increase operation time [2]. Usually, these cells are connected in parallel in the battery pack, and all cells supply power to the device continuously and equally. However, if only some cells supply power to the device in turn, other cells can rest in turn and all cells are intermittently discharged. In the intermittent discharge, more energy can be derived from the cells.

In this paper, we propose an alternating discharge method of battery cells to extend battery operation time. In the proposed method, two battery cells are periodically connected to the device in turn and only one cell supply power while the other rests.

II. RATE-CAPACITY EFFECT AND RECOVERY EFFECT

Two major effects on the battery operation time are rate-capacity effect [3], [4] and recovery effect [5], [6].

A. Rate-Capacity Effect

Ideally, battery voltage is constant during discharge, and it drops to 0 instantly when the battery is fully discharged. Yet in reality, battery voltage slowly decreases during discharge, as shown in Fig. 1. Battery operation time is defined as the accumulated discharge time until the battery voltage reaches the lower limit of system operation voltage. Effective battery capacity is defined as (battery discharge time) × (discharge current), and it is total energy derived from the battery.
Considering this effect, it is better to reduce discharge current to derive more energy from the battery.

**Fig. 3 Parallel connection of two battery cells**

---

During battery rest time interval, battery operation time increases, as shown in Fig. 2. This is called as recovery effect. However, when a battery rests in the intermittent discharge, the battery voltage is somewhat recovered and battery operation time can be extended when the battery cell rests.

**Fig. 4 Cell connection control of two battery cells**

---

In general, battery operation times of continuous and intermittent discharges are quite different even if the stored energy and discharge current are same. Fig. 2 shows the battery voltages of continuous and intermittent discharges.

Battery voltage always decreases in the continuous discharge. However, when a battery rests in the intermittent discharge, the battery voltage is somewhat recovered and battery operation time increases, as shown in Fig. 2. This is called as recovery effect [5], [6]. This is because the electrolyte far from electrodes can deliver more electrons to the electrolyte near electrodes during battery rest time interval. Considering this effect, battery operation time can be extended when the battery cell rests.

---

**III. PROPOSED METHOD**

Assume two situations as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where they represent the conventional and the proposed methods, respectively. In Fig. 3, the device is connected to two same battery cells in parallel. In Fig. 4, only one cell is connected to the device in turn. Note that there are some overlap time where both cells are connected, since system power should be supplied steadily during transition. In Fig. 3, $I_{fix} = I_{fix} = 1/2 I_{device}$. However, in Fig. 4, $I_{ccc} = I_{device}$ and $I_{ccc} = 0$ for the first half period, and $I_{ccc} = 1_{device}$ and $I_{ccc} = 0$ for the second half period. Here, subscript fix and ccc denote fixed connection and cell connection control, respectively.

---

**IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS**

Experimental setup in this paper is shown in Fig. 5. Two 750mAh Li-ion batteries are connected to an iPad$^\text{TM}$ via two discrete-device solid-state current switches on the main board. These switches are controlled by DAQ$^\text{TM}$ (data acquisition device). DAQ generates control signals of the switches. It also measures supply voltages, battery discharge voltages, and battery discharge currents. LabView$^\text{TM}$ is a software package controlling DAQ. It sends current switch control command to DAQ and acquires measured data from DAQ. By programming LabView, hardware is easily controlled in a software manner. LabView also determines the connection modes and records battery operation time.

Initial voltage of fully charged Li-ion battery is $V_{device,initial} = 4.2V$, and system malfunction occurs at $V_{PL} = 3.3V$. It was observed that $V_{PL} = 3.6V$ shows best performance. Voltage transition, battery operation time, and connection mode are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 1 shows the simulation results. Average battery operation times of the conventional and the proposed methods...
are 9733 and 10418 seconds, respectively. Power consumption overheads of current switches are considered and included in the results. Thus, the proposed method improves the battery operation time by 7%.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, alternating battery cell discharge method was proposed to extend battery operation time of mobile devices. When switching the battery cells, rate-capacity effect shortens battery operation time, while recovery effect extends it. However, advantage of the latter is larger than disadvantage of the former, so battery operation time is finally improved. Simulation results show that the battery operation time increased by 7%.

This improvement can be achieved by only adding current switches and timing circuits in the battery pack, and the device does not need to consider the switching operation. This method is totally independent of other low-power technologies. So it can get additional battery operation time with no performance degradation even if the device was fully optimized in power consumption.
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